## Summary of CPSC Actions

December 17, 2010

### Class Size Change

**PHOT-186 Careers in Photography**

It appears that when this class was created or revised, the seat limit was set as if it were a studio course, which are limited to 15 due to limited studio space and amount of 1:1 contact necessary between students and faculty. This course is not studio-based and therefore can accommodate more students. Due to prerequisite changes made to this course last year, students are taking it earlier in their education, which means enrollment has increased slightly because students take it before we encounter typical attrition. In Winter 2010 the class was overloaded to 17. The Winter 2011 section was full within the first week of registration.

**Action/Effective Date**

Forwarded to Curriculum Subcommittee

### Committee Report

**November ACS**

**December DLAS**

**Action/Effective Date**

Received for Information

### Course Deletion

**MATH-021 A-E Math Modules**

Request to delete the MATH-021 A-E modules.

**Action/Effective Date**

Not Approved

### Course Revision

**MECH-143 Welding Processes**

Change MECH-143 to WELD-143

**Action/Effective Date**

Forwarded to Curriculum Subcommittee

### Minutes

**November Minutes**

**Action/Effective Date**

Minutes

### New Course
HREL-251 Social Justice and Civic Engagement

This course involves the application of human relations principles toward effective relationships with socially diverse groups and communities. Conceptual frameworks of social justice will be applied to contemporary issues with an emphasis on age, race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and ability status. To enhance academic learning in the classroom, students will be required to complete and document forty five hours of service in the community.

HREL-252 Social Justice and Civic Engagement Laboratory

Alternative Breaks have emerged as a popular form of service learning at colleges and universities. Students who enroll in this optional laboratory must complete two Alternative Break Weekends during Fall Semester offerings or a weeklong Alternative Spring Break during Winter Semester offerings. This one credit laboratory fulfills the community service requirement for HREL-251.

Policy Revision

Multiple Degrees

Students should be required to see an advisor, counselor or program coordinator if they have earned a minimum of 50 credits. Postpone further discussion until December 2011 in order to see if the action taken so far corrects the issue of multiple degrees.